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ABSTRACT

has
resistance to government spending and federal

irterfrence,has reduced the federal,rcle in education tb less than
the minimum appropriate level., Opportunities to change this situation
presently exist, but willLdisappear with time. Trehds in cOncmics,
technology, ftemographics, the philoscpOy cf government, and changing
cultural values and beliefs indicate that the 1980s will be a period
of substantial uncertainty in America, necessitating social
flexibility and high productivity. Changes in education are vital to
encourage this productivity and flexibility. A revision of current,
federal educational goals is necessary. but will be-insufficient 4

without the creation of a new role for the federal government in
education. Defining-this/new role as the coordination of the
production and distribution of knowledge will provide the necessary
overarching scope to federal efforts. These efforts can then be
readily coordinated through a central agency such as the new
Department of Education. (Author/PGD)
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ME NEED FORA NEW FEDERAL IN THE 1980

In the past decade,: the federal ro in education lbeen defined in

increasingly narrow ways. The 1960s ere a time o oad federal expansion

into new sectors of educational licy-setting curriculum design, regula-

tion, and funding. However, a high cost d unclear benefits. of these

increased responsibilities oupled with r rceived Meddling Into state and

,local perspectives have actually cre ted widespread resistance to extensive

federal involvement, a result, sPecially in the last few years, continual.

pvessure toward r- g feder- activity has led decisionmakerS--both inside

and outside the tional gave nt--to picture the federal role in as

constrained a er as pos

Much be said for the importance of balancing `die educational roles

the 1 state,. d federal governments and for the need to leave'decision-

making the citiz- except for the minimum essential societal involvement.

By tizg the f rat role, irldividualccommunity, and states -rights are

eserved; the eed for increased federal taxes is diminished; and the

constitution legitimacy of federal actions is not brought into question.

Given combination of factort, a federal policymaker finds it'increaiingly
0

attr- ive to avoia 1?ufeaucpatic tangles, higher budgetary needs; and increased

re onsibilities by retusiig to deal with,emerging educational issues under

e guise ofreserving a 1,iipited federal role. '

The fashionability of abdicating federal responsibility has, reached such

a height in Washington that I recently heard a high level federal decisi9maker

at a public meeting state that, "long-range planning must be the sole responsi-

bility of state and local governments, Ance the Constit on does not speefi-

call, mandat' federal involvement iri this area." 1No

3

e in the room voiced an
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objection; perhaps they felt that the massive .difficulties posed'by such-a

stance were better, on balance, than the spectre of nationally mankted,

district-specific, compreheisive ten year plans for improving !educational

practice. However, I sensed the baby sliding down the drain along with the

bathwater and found myself wondering if same intermediate position.on long-
.

range planning was not possible. Somehow, if the federal role'is constrained'

without careful consideration of what -each level of governbent is best .f

equipped to do, the problems which are passed on to the states.and localities

miy well be those Chick are the. most difficult, expensive, and controversial,

rather than those most appropriate.

. In the next-decade, what should be the relative roles of the &tizeri;'.

community; and local, state, and federal governments 'in educational decision -'

making? Asking a normative question such as this may seem hopelessly naive
1

whOn,' in reality, roles are.most!freqUenay defined clout,

ency, or historical precedent. Noyever,, with the emergence of a
. .

nt of Education, ombortUnitiep for changing the status quo arise

are usually not possible. A new organizational structure offers a

ce to make. discontinuous cianges in purpose and process. Further, critics

e Department may question:why cabinet status.for.education is necessary
r

if Ifederal decision makers are intent on iumping every respohsibility that can

reasonably be jettisoned. Therefore, for reasons of both substance and

legitimacy, an examination of the optimuliiniinimum'federal role in "education

sews indicated.

At present, the generally accepted definition of the federal ediicatiOnal

role is:,

MAJOIt.GOALS

-. (I) InTectisp_Of equal access

4
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'(2) enhancement of equal achievement

ICNOR GOALS v

111
(1) researcktowird new directions

(2) assessment

(3) dissemination

Fe, would question the need for some'federal involvement in these areas, given

I.

the complexity of the issues involted, the enormous costs of change, and the

social benefits to be gained.by progress toward these goals. Is this a suffi-
.

cient federal role for the next decade?

One method for determintng whether these present roles constitute the

minimum necessary fu ,federal involvement in education is to examine likely

v.
coming challenges .. ppportunities for our society. A case can be made that

purely internal roblems in education can often bestbe handled by a combina-

tion of Win- -1' local, and state initiatives; but external problems

arising from changes in education's conteXt usually are so syiiemically

./
inter' tonitional and International issues that federal help,is,needed

to resol e them.. (One historicalexample is,the launching of Sputnik by the

USSR the passage of the National Defense Education Act in respionse). Are

simi crises likely to occur in the 1980s that will need national level

ee and fudding, a$'what new federal role in education might these involve?

e future Contexefor Education ('

In the riext,ten years, what major social developments are likely to occur,

-and how may these affect human services such as,education? the forecasts

followtng are speculative (as is any statement about the future), but constitute

a reasonable spectra, of probable -predictions for the decade.
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The 1980s will be a time of major economic instability and uncertainty,

as chaotic

the decade

inflation,

inflation.

a period as has existed since the 1930s. The

will likely cycle among periods Oi'low growth

stagnation with high inflation, and recession

This period will probably be,sycceededby;

either

first .portion of

with very high

with mo&rate

massive capital id Vestment, with emerging successes in technology and tech -

nocracy beginning to lay the foundations of new proiperity,

or.

)
the relative impotence of technology and technociacy to solve current cries,

. followed by fii0,1 collapse to some type of economic catastrophe (such as

a Second Depression or a "Weimar Germany" scenario brought bn by hyperinflation).

On the domestic level, pressure will increase for protection of American

jobs by limiting foreign imports, even at the cost of forcing consuMers to

bUyphigher priced goods. Long-term, this may strengthen the eroding American

indUstrial base and provide needed'capi

Protectionism will contribute to the

international repercussions as other cd

al foi. investment. Short-teri,

Global*, economic interdependence

disruptions in a minor country may

difficulties. Oil supplying nations are

ationary spiral and may have serious

tries take similar steps in response.

become so profound that small scale

to in,grave worldwide economic

ne obvious exaMple;'lesswell known

is
. :

s the.potential impact of'deA iults on n ebtedness by countries such as

1.Bratil, Eeuador:or, "Turkey. (Braiil:has ccumulated such a large debt--
T '

et .1

primarily to U.S. banksthat. two-thirds o its total export profits go to
v-

paY interest costs). A. national or even"gLbal economic depression could be
. e

triggered should any of these countries sUddenly repudiate, their obliOitions.

4

'
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No obvious short-term solutions are available to control these potential

sources of economic instability or to limit the negative consequences should

a crisis develop. Thus, the.spectiUm of potential economic futures4 ,for the

U.S. in the 1980s is relatively, broad, ranging from a slow reemergence into

, the prosperity of the 1960s to.a sudden collapse into economic,CatastrOphe.

Haw may such a variablend hazardouitconamic outlook affect the human

service areas?

. Education, health, government and the other labor - intensive service

industries are likely to experience grave financial difficulties in the next

decade. Cettainly, a severe downturn in the national economy would advers,ely

affect budgets in these areas; less obvious are the negatiVe effects that a

long period of high inflation would have. Considering the impact of inflation

on education in some detail can illustrate how a number of quantitative fiscal
.

. .

changes may interact to cause a profound qualitative change.
_

Part of inflation's potential for grave damage occurs because citizen.

Seem to be' approaching the maximum percentage of their income that they are

willing to spend folk-education (currently a little less than 9% of GNP). 'The /

, aging of-the population; the dwindling proportion of taxpayers with children

in the Schools; and competition from the recreation, tivsportation, housing, '

food, and health sectors for the consumer dollar all are eroding potential

funding for education. Developments such as seriousbvideratian of Jarvis

Proposition 2 in California (which would slash human service expenditures by

one-third) indicate that the trend toward more funds for education may be

starting to reverse.
. 4

One of the reasons why the price of educational services has cOntinuogaly

risen is that in periods qf inflation, costs in labor-intensive industries.rise

faster than casts in capital-intensive industries. For example, from 1965775,

7
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"the Consumer Price rqdlx rose 694, but educational costs ruse 155 %. Much

of this can be attributed to salaries-rising faster ihan capital.costs.
,

The vcontinuois iTprovement of machines in efficiency stands in sharp contrast

to recent tow rates of increase in human productivity and is a key'factor in

this disparity.,

At some point,, the rapidly rising costs of labor-intensive industries'

such as education,will bump up against revenue ceilings. Stile education is

A
oblic sector activity, extra costs cannot easily be passed on to consumers,

but must be Met from tax revenues (or deficit financing) . Thus, 'the result-

of,prolonged inflation is to create increasingly bloody' competition among' the

'human service industries for ever scarcer resources. Sooner or later', tax-
.

.payers are likely to rebel (311 indicated above,'this point maybe fast

,approaching). The result will be that education will oecome progressively

less able to keep pace with inflation, ana losses wi/1 mount
.

each year.r. .

For any sector of the ecoriomy,.even small yearly reductions in.budget

cumulate to a major drain in fiscal resources fairly quickly. At present:_

inflationay losses for.many educational agents are running at leatt 14% per

year, but are growing at only around 7% per year: about a 7% net

k
debit. In ten years,.aa average - 7% loss per year will leave education with

lt
one-half the revenues (in real terms) it now his.

Further, given the general economic woes society will experience from

high inflation, education will not have a strong claim en social priorities in

.t
terms of extra funding. Creating a favorable business climite,reducing stress

on' the poor,, minimizing ,government spending, and coping with international .

.tensions will take priority. Thus, even a high employment ecdnomic climate

may well pose severe problems for education if inflation stays high; recession

or depresiion would create even more severe difficulties.

8
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1ER1NOLOGY

The availability of inexpensive, powerful miniature computers will

cause a massive shift in occupational rats over the next ten years. Since

capital - intensive industries have a competitive,advaritage over

intensive sectors during inflationary periods, rote tasks will gradually.

become, automated (especialll in areassuch as information' processing '

in which no manipulative functions are required). 'Occupational demand will
.

center on skills of flexibility,7creativity, and decision-making given .

incomplete inforiiation (all of which machines ate not well adapted to do).

pew.developments in instructional'technoltigy will after, for certain

subjects, cost-effective alternatives to traditional teaching methods.

Microcordputer and videodisk hardwire will be readily affordable; limited

availability Of quality software will become the major restriction on use.

CoXporations will increasingly utilize,these instructional systems to-reduce

,industrial training costs; middle and upper income families will use these

technologies for enrichment of personal time and enhancement of learning.
.

.Res; by the human service industries to the substitution of

technology for human workers is likely to be profoundft Faced with a

4ifficult economic situation, educators will lobby strongly against "replacing

teachers with machines. The,major impact onslearning may come in non-school

I

.settings such as the home and workplace. ,

Anon-forma1,.geographically dispersede capital- intensive system of
,/

education may conceivably emerge, as industries retrain their work force

for job roles redefined by microprocessors. CoTporations are already on the

forefront of using.technology for teaching purposes because its efficiency.

and reduced staffing expenses create very high economic incentives. "While

4,
the difficulties in evolving a whole new modelof instruction., evaluation,

;
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and certification are substantial, rd motivation for such innovation is

pow present. (Books did, not sud4enly become central when the printing

press was developed; they were first widely used when an economic incentive

appeared.)'

SucliCii non-formal insrUctionai technology system, once established

for adult retraining,.might quickly expand its influence betause of easy

add-on' capabilities.' For example,' parents who "could afford to do to would

supplement their children's schooling using system software packages, -nsi

eventually might lobbito substitute these cheaper methelds for the training'

portion of K-12 "eichication. ,Such a shift might focusyrimarily On the

"Three fit" skills tjught in the elementary grades pr, perhaps more liker,F,

Might be directed toward vocational training and computer expertise for

secondary level %tudents. Within 'fifteen years, thiougq.such expansions,
44

a capital - intensive system might rival the labor- intensive Ty em in

importance. The unanswered equity and practice questions of, ch a new
J

educational model are numer9us and troubling.
I

DEMOGRAPHICS

The "baby bust" generation will pose sequential probla of enrollment

decline for elementary, secondary, and 'college level educat a through the

19805: However, an upturn in student population will begin. the lower.

elementary grades in the Middle of the decade.

The increasing presence I women in the work force, as 1 as greater .

demands tbr occupational e4pcat", will create needs foi e - family

socialization and supefvision Of children.

Many immigrants will settle in metropolitan areas, incl g signifi-
.

cant numbers of non - English speaking students. .Spanish will ome*the

dominant language in some regions of the United States.
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High raies of mobility will cause regional flux in student populationi..
,

The Southern,'Southwestern, and gocky. Mountain portions of the country will

experience net population in-migration from the rest of the United States.

Out migration of middle and upper class families to suburbs and rural areas

will continue (despite gentrification). Minority and lower'income students

will increasingly become concentrated tn.urban'school districts. The dimo-
s

graphic.stiucture of,the large cities may eventually resemble a "bullseye",

with wealthy families wither= school age children at the heart of the city;=.!

surrounded by a ring of poor families and a second concentric ring of

middle class subUrban households.

The proportion of elderly' persons in the population will continue, to

rise, placing stress on income redistribution programs (such as spcial'
N

security and Medicare). educational demand among adults and the elderly

will grow as these age cohorts increase in size.

In general, all the human service professioils will be stressed b

these,demographic sltifts. Despite the high predictability ofthese de lop-

ments, few decisioinakers havevgiven any thought to how best to respond o

major iariations.in the size and needs of their clientele.. The concept of
.

accepting responsibility for aduft education in extra-school, non°formal

settings (the: likely major area ,of new demand) has.been.particularly resisted

"by educators. ,

One emerging lenge is that the roles which formal education plays

in different types of communities may become quite disparate by the 1990s.

damunities with a large pertentage of two-wage families will expect schools

to provide much higher levels of supervision and so zation than areas with

a predominance of one-income households. In urb areas\ demographic

concentration of minority groups and immigrants (many non-English speaking)

will create a set of educational needs quite different from those of suburban,
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upper- income areasv. Schools ,(mostly private) th$t convert quickly to

capital:.inteniive instructional approaches witl have a-very different

classroom environment than the traditions )., as will schools whiCh respond

to pressures for ameritocratic, high-powered systemiof gifted/talentbcr

education to train an' elite capable of reversini'Ainerica's problems.

Highpopulation mobility will increase the need 'to ensure smooth

transitions" among the diverse environments. Nbreover, the Uniformly high

degree of socialization requisite for functioning in a high technology

society will require, some amount of national standardization and coordination.

,

Substantial innovation will be necessary to meet these emerging, diverging

educational needs.

GOVERNANCE

Financial pressures on citizens will intensify.t4 existinelanti-taxes"

movement, and some business and education groups will attetit to link'anti- .14

regulatory argument to this cause., The result will be a pervasive "reduce

goyernance" stance. Conflicting pressures will come from those who,pushlor
.

"strong leadership" that can ride rOughshodtover inconvenient regulatory ,

restrictions and safeguards. Representative democracy may thus be eroded-by

pressures .both for localism and for unitary author

Public response to -charging *sources crises

to be dirdcted.toward programs for crash priority

ity.

(e.g., water) will continue

replenishment.. These will.

tend to be oriented toward high technological sophistication rather, than

conservation measures involving, lifestyle changes. Competirm among _federal

priorities will' become extremely intense, to the relative ArSinent of,long-'

range investment strategies.

Demands foraccountabilitrand evidence of competence will force

conservative decisioninaking and-the proliferation of paperwork to document

%

12
1
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'performance. These tendencies will create further problems in institu-

'tionalability.to respond to change. Gains made ooward increa;ed citizen

input into decisioamaking may.be-reversed as efficiency and effectiveness,

decline and public antipathy to red tape and slow review procedures grows.

Concern will increase about the relative economic and military status

of the United States in,the world. Nttionil defense will reemerge as a top

priority area, and the performanai of different social, sectors will be 400

adversely compared td that of their counterparts in other countries. A

tendency toward forceful action to ensure availability of key resources will

be coupled with a belief that U.S. affluence is more'' important than global

egalitarianism. Some conventional "police actions" may occur as a new,
S

multiple country Cold War evolves. As global' and military tensions increase,

the educational pendulum .s likely to swing farther toward a reemphasis on

high guality'schoOling for the intellectuil elite.

CULTURAL BELIEFS AND VALUES
*

Social instability and change and a growing sense of lack of control

will create difficulties in coping for many people; as tle'technological and

c"
bureaucratic complexity of society increases. Reliance on the advitcof

1*- "experts" for most choices will become increasingly necessary, bUt simultane-

16
ously resented. Universal socialization of the.popula0Oh to the multiple,

higher-order cognitive and affective skills required for participation. in

society will require major expenditures of scarce resources, yet will be

. :

essential to the proper functioning of a high technology society..., °.

. .

Heightened viluesoanflicts Win occur, as multiple special interest
. .

%

groups* battle on individual ethnical issues such as abortion, individual°
vr ". .44 ,

.

.

%.... -4

li,., rights and responSibilities,'and biomedical manipulation. yerceived
v

,

incap.acities of technology and technocracy to deal with current crises Ap.
.. 0,4-

lit: z,

1

13 .
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cause a major struggle between those who continue to espouseek narrowly

rational, high technoldgy-based, materialiitic'"American Dream" and those

who proselytiie fora shirt to a more adaptive, ecological, spiritual,life7

style. Plairning, leidershit,,avi self-rengwal will become increasingly

problematic for institutions, as respondi4"to crisestin the "here.and now"

consumes ever greater amounts of time and ,inergy One risk of this cultural

anomie at a time of etonomicdistres's amd:rearor other countries is the

emergence of a charismatic dictator, who ell use "rally around America"

ideology as a .sis for limiting diversity and

Leaderpip will become very difficult in education, as multiple,

continual crises drain resources. The-strains which students experience in

their liVes will make maintenance of traditional academic, tandards almost

impossible. A pervasive sense of lack of control will cause disillusionment,

apathy, and, cynicism about the possibilities of preserving the current school-

ing system I/other systems and the franchises which develop in response

will further complicate this situation.

National priorities and local mandates will continually be in conflict,

posing grave problems forgducational decisionmakers. The current dissensus

on what the basic content of education should be will widened. In short,

the existing model for formal, education could be conceivably tecome almost

unworkable.

The above group of forecasts presents a range of changes in education's

f4
context, each one reasonably probable. That all of these predictions would occur

is unlikely; a given eventirmighePotentiate some developments while repreSsing

others. (For example, an economic depression would make the rise of militarism

in the U.S. more likely, wh'e reducing the chances of emergence of a non-formal,

capital-intensive ipstructional system).

14
ro

1
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That f of these predictions would-occur is equally unlikely. -' These

forecasts l stem from powerful forces and trends in the present and--radical

as they y seem today--will retrospectively be viewed as a cautious and

tive assessment of likely directions. One major lesson from past

is to predictbucation's future has been that the !'surprise-free"

eXtr paation is the'least likely outcoth. The essence of good strategic

Planning is to be prepared for the ful ge'of eventualities? while allocat-

/

4
.kresources preferentially by relative probability.
4-

:-.

. . .

Which of these potential developments, then, are most likely? Early in

the 1980's, the 'seeds of all these trends will-be present, but as the decade

.

matures one of two clusters will plobbably emerge as4dominant. One cluster of

probable futures centers around the optimistic outcome depicted in the.

economic section and includes:

--successes in.technology and technocracy leading to prosperity

--rising investment in domestic industries.

t

--inflation slowly falling to the single digit level by theNtT5 the

decade

--lower levels ofgoyernment spending and influence

--multiple internatiola1 economic tensions

--progress in reducing dependence on overseas-enetgy sdpplies

- - massive job retraining

--major use of instructonal.technology in workplace and home ,settings

--widening gap between rich-and poor

-- reliance on extremely complex technologies for thpecessities of life

The other cluster assumes a pessimistic economic progression, Which

will pdtentiate:

--fiscaricollapse to asiimultaneous high 'inflation and recession

-.extreme fluctuations in the world monetary situation



--lesidisParity between rich andamr
4 / ; ",
- -high levels of goiernment influence and ending

--major emphasis on national ,definie'

7=heightened!vmlue conflict in society

Thus, alternative likely future sce ios c- be visuali d wiihiri the

general grOupof,forecasts liited earl" r. Qf curse,- el is of both

clusters will be evident in any pla ible fu% e, and som factors (such as

demographic change) will occur ). ly inde ndent of o eretrends.
4,

Shifts in, the Federal Role

In light of the chall es and rtunities discussedApve, What is the
/

optimum minimun federal role in e tion in the 198 s? Certainly, some

.strategies for achieving curren federal goals.will need to be altered. A
4

.V .)

I.

r';

brief e x a m i n a t i o n of s u c h changes m a y help to date f this type of

"fir4 tumingq.will be a sufficient federal response to likely societal development:

Work toward achieving the goals of promotion of equal access and

enhancement of equal achievement may be affected by:

(1) loss of educational revenues (caused. by inflation and/or recession)

Further cuts in school budgets are likely heavily to affect supple-

.' mental pro i'tm713clor and minority students. _These grodps have

few extri-s ool resources to use in compensating for such. losses.

0
: (2) emergence/1,f a non - formals capital intensive instructional system

.Acceis 4hardawre win be more difficult for lower income students;

software design is likely to be biased toward the cultural

back4und of advantaged students (who represent the largest single

market forimariufactUters).
Pt

(3) growing disparity among educational needs in different communities

Areas with the largest financial needs may have the smallest fiscal

base. Moreover, fiaChers will tend to gravitate towaild Carilinsaties

-16
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1

with greater resources and Sewer problems..

(4) erosion Of decis'ionmakers' capability to act

Maintaining the status quo, discriminates against poor and minority

populations. 44s leadership becomes increasingly difficult, the

moment= for equity-enhancing innovation will diminilh. Further,

a shrinking resource base (withconcommitane entrenchment by

speciafl interest groups and bureaucracies) will diminish the level

of marginal discretiobary funds available for innovation.
A,

The pal of promoting quality through research toward-new directions,

assessment, and dissemination may become more difficult to attain beCause

of:

I

(1) losses of educational revenues

In theory, innovation might be stimulated by financial.hardship, as

decisiorpaakersrealize that traditional models cannot function at

emerehg resourcejlevels and seek alternative approaches. In

_practice, howiver, retrenchment tends to take highly. conservative

(2)

directions which :suppress new ideas eVerCas old models'becoMe increas-

ingly ineffective 'sunder fiscal stress.

extensive occupational retraining in extra-school settings

The indifference of educators to work] r retraining outside. of

formal certifica ibei;grams is prompting industry'to undertake

its' owkdesign'of new, capital-intensive instructional model.

Unless bridges are built so that such innovation reflects the

knowledge of both sducat and industry trainers, the resultant

_system is likelito be ove y narrow and of questionable effective-

Hess (thus duplicating the mistakes educators historically made with

a

instruCtional technology), as well as diminishing healthy goeietai

pressures for reform Within the traditional schooling4system.

.37 .
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(3) .new and idio cratic ne individual'communities

Major%ncreases in the sparity of student populations will

further stress thy' lity of teacher training institutions

to certify graduat= capable of meeting thefull spectrum of

educational n# Researchrresults will be less. generalizable,
!

disspiination trategies will of necessity.become
,

tailored, the overall complexity of assessment will grearZy,

increase.

(4) the rise of international tensions

Conce about United States stature as a world power ill

incr ase lobbying to orient the curriculum toward s ientific

g for the gifted/talented. With a limite amount of both

ime and resources, schools will be forced dir ct innovative. activities
4,

in narrowhighly focused directions ofbene it only to a

small percentage of the student populati

overarching problem in achieving all fede educational goals will

bey intensified pressure to reduce government ending, with correspond-

gly high levels of competition among socia service programs. The tempt-
,

ation fo federal policymakers will be' to d only immedia&-iFpact,

/ targeted programs as a method of buil constituent support for. educational,
/

funding by Congress. Such a strategy only backfire/eventually, as
/ #

educational problems worsen tor). of attention o their root causes.

Farsighted policies to addris these obstacle to achieving federal

goals can be envilioned. For le, aft assertive research, improvement,

modeling, and dissemination p ogram ileducational technology could demod

.

strate to 'industry the yal of teducators' expertise, promote adult educa-

don in the Workplace as% preority, anelitelp to ensure that software

18
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-development reflects the cultural diversity of users and the needs' of

special populations. Would a series of comparable strategies for each

of .,the areas above be a sufficient minima federal response to likely

. developments of the 1980s?.

While essential, such a far reaching set of strategic changes is

unlikely to be successful If perceived solely as "fine tuning" of

Ns\)1

existing priorities. Needed is an overarching new goal for-federal
. o. \

_ involvemeni.whicli integrates these diverse stratelies into'a consistent

Ole and affirms the need for a transformation ofthe existing educa-

tional model..--Mis transformation. would be ,so broad as to require°

e . .

for its achievement a major Ation4 effort reconepteliiation and

reprioritpation. Only the federal government is large Lough to
J.'

initiate such a shift. (In systems theory terms,,,the bcAndaries of

the problem are so large and its influence so sweeping that only

intervention by the largest component of the social system is 'likely

to bring about a change).

That would be this new federal role in education? One way of stating

its purposeis to say that the federal education establishment would

become, responsible for -coordinating owledge production and distribution

sYstims in society.- That is, the rational government, as the institution

best equipped teaccomplish these vital purposes, wouldt

-- coordinate ;he process of anticipating societal,needS for knowledge

develop, in educational institutions the capacity for training

appropriate levels of human resources,

--'assess the ability of current institutional mechanisms for

A
generating needed knowledge, and augment-this capability where

necessary

-- organize the dissemination to citizens of vital knowledge so

that it i 'faliy utilized. .

1.9
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S;tch a mandate would include expanding formal education to all age groups

through schools, families, communities, workplace, and media. Intrinsic

would be activities.as diverse as helping develop TV programming to respond

to a 'gasoline crisis and initiating long-range studies of "the basics"

,needed by youth in the next ten years.

Some of these activities now take place at varying levels of quality

within different Depi.rtments of the government. Others have been left to

the "invisible hand" of self-interest. A lack of overall coordination and

integration, however, has resulted in many of the emergent problems of the

1980s. To place such coordination responsibilities within the new Depart-
a

pent of Education, rather than scattered in Labor, NSF, NIH, and other

agencies, seems the best strategy. Education is the logical choice to

eversee thit area because the production of knowledge and human resources

is its intrinsic function, and the ,never role is.intertwimlNith its current

palsAmmi responsibilities.
4

Such a new goal transcends "fine tuning" to give a simultaneous mandate

fob educational transformation and a carefully limited set of objectively

measurable priorities which the federal government is.best equipped to

execute. Conceivably, the costs, of implementing these additional responsi-
.

billties could be defrayed by the increased efficiency of coordinated.,

efforts and by the'-benefits in societal productivity that ensue. In fact,

when campated tole results of? laissez faire approach for past decade,.

this strategy provides such a potential strengthening of America's' world

economic position as to.be justified on that basis alone. Thus, this

propoied change represents a discriminate augmentation of the minimum

federal role in education based on cost/benefit considerations and arguments

for efficiency and.effectilreness.

20
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Immediate Steps foThe Department-of, Educations

Of course, if handled With wIat cynics "iypicallovein-

ment efficiency ", such a new federal role you'd be ill-designed, boiged

di3wn with red tape, wasteful of resources., Tough; over by special interest

groups, and hopelessly'conliised 'six months of. inception. Certainly,

the credibility of the Deparelent of Education is tomediatefY'announcing

v. and undertaking'such a-program would be.very low, and political retaliation

for,encroaching on the perogratives of other federal Departments would

surely follow; That then 'could the neviDeparttent dt5 to build both a

reputation for competence in this area and a public mandate foi such an

augmentation of responsiOility?

Firit, a series of studies needs to be undertaken to determine and

ir

document the cost to America of not now. coordinating:

(1) Vte anticipation of societal needs for knowledge,

(2) the development*of human resources,

(3) the generation oE"needed kriowledge, and

(4the dissemination of knowledge to citizens.

Such° studies could7serve as the basis of a rationale for organizing the

work now taking place in these individual areas.

, Second, the relative,roles of individuals; corporations; educitional

insti ions; local, state, and federal government,; and other social
. 1 .

....,

t
,age knowledge production and diisemination need to be delineated.

In particular, the essentiality of a, federal Coordinatingrole must be

ibyident if public-support is tobe obtained..
P .

Mrrd, current fediral efforts to improve portions of the knowledge

production and distribution, process need to be assessed. The competence

of government prOgrams in this'area"mrusty documented and their cost-
..

effectiveness shown.

21
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Fourths the utility of loiating the federal coordination effort in

the Department Of Education must be evident:. 'This will require both an

historical examination of the effectiveness of other Departments and a

careful plan for action shoui4 this new goal be assigned to Education.

Finally, a national crisis must occur to generate the necessary

political leverage for change. Given the likely developments for the4.980s

discussed earlier, the probability of such a crisis is overwhelmingly

high.

Given all these steps, thefassumption oft. new limited. role by the Depart-

,

sent of Education could. take place within three years. Such a delay isdanger-

ous--given the peril of our present national situationu-but prsabably.unavoidaAe.

This shift would not detract froth the primacy of Current federal goals

in education. On the contrary, improving 'educitional equity and qiiaiity

would. be absolutely essential to the success of -ihis.newrole. Only if

all human resources in the populace achieve shier full potential can know-

ledge production and distribution be maximized; and the enhancement of

equity and quality would be necessary for such maximization.

Conclusion
4

IAA of education is predicted on images of the future.' Educational

'research is tailored to the future contexts in which it is to be used,

instruction is bised on a vision'of the world in ;ohich toglaykssiudents.
0.

will be decisionmakers, and school budgets assure that economic and

deMographic projeCtions will be accurate. What does it mean for our daily

work if the future seems ever more indeterminate and'negiiive developments.

.

increasingly likely?-

Whepeople aren't certain about. what's going to happen, orthe fUture

seeps threatening to them, the natural response is to ietreat into a

psychological framework in which we say, "1 donit know really, gong

22 4Mt
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to happen, but the.safest thing is to assume that at least some things wi

44.11 stay tHe'smne. These perennial' issues are the areas in which I'm.
t

going to work; it's too risky to respond to a:mere probability "., So,

almost air federal effort is spent wrestling with "eternal" educational

issues problems. Perennial concerns are crucial, and should absorb.

perha s Of our resource's; but the other 30% needs to be oriented

r toward resolving the ynetrtain future issues outlined above. The least

speculative stance to adopt is to acknowledge and prepare for legitimate
4

indeterminacy..

This paper. has argued that:.

4

thefe ral educational role has been" narrowed beyond its

appropriate level

-- opportunities to change this situation presently exist, but

will disappearyith time

--'the periloi-America'S future is peat, and our need for societal

flexibility and productivity is very high

-7 educational transformation is.essential to creating this

prOductivity and flexibility

a
-- revision of current federal educat ional goals is necessary;

. but insufficient without adding a new role

-- giving the limited goal of coordinating production and distrib-

ution of knowledge to the'14artment of Education will help to

resolve this situation

The 1980s will be.agrim period in part because America believed that

a "contextIfirge" education was sufficient for most citizens, that a high

technology society could be run by a small group of experts and staffed

by a large group of people with rudimentary knowledge in "the.basicv:

23 .
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This assumption its obviously wrong; a complex society requires at

every citizen be as intelligent and creative as possible. The c stg to

our society of not educating one person--in terms of crime, welfare '

ti

expenditures, and foregone productivity7-are far higher than.the expenses

of a good education from birth throughout life.. For this reason, it is

vital that the national government become active in reshaping educatiori's

relationship to society, thus laying the foundation for A bright future.
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,'Footnotes if
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1. Changing Images of Man, O.W. Markley, Stanfdrd.Research Institute, 1974.
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